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A Letter From the Oblate Director — Brother Edmund Ebbers, O.S.B.
Dear Oblate brothers and sisters:
During these days of the COVID Pandemic most of us have opportunities to learn new concepts of
living. I have one in mind and that is “moderation.” Recall that St. Benedict emphasizes “moderation in all
things.” Now that we have limitations put upon us by way of the virus pandemic, I believe we can say to
ourselves things like: I need to cut back because I shouldn’t be out shopping so much. I don’t have the
finances. I have more time to be with family. I could be working in the garden or yard. Now is the time to slow
down our pace of living and consider how we can be more effective in our spiritual world. Churches are
closed for the most part, so how do we spend our weekly time with our Lord Jesus? Before this Pandemic
came upon us many of us were living unbalanced lives. Just maybe this is a time for us to regroup in favor of
our LOVE of God.
Our Lord Jesus chose a more moderate road to travel, by some standards he was thought to be a radical.
He was a radical because He did not choose the way of the Pharisees or the Sadducees. The Pharisees were
practitioners of the Torah which had 613 commandments from obligations to rituals. They professed the
theory of the Law. They seemed to emphasize the external display rather than the internal practice, which
would more likely reflect the Holiness of God. The Sadducees on the other hand were worldly and political
and less overtly religious.
Jesus was antiestablishment. How are we living? Has our religiosity, worldliness or political lives
overpowered our internal practice and reflection of God’s Holiness? In other words, am I in the front of my
life or is God ? I suspect most of us have this challenge.
Being perfect may be too hard to achieve, but having a good measure of virtue and moral balance in
moderation is possible. I believe St. Benedict would prefer for us in this School of the Lord’s Service to strive
for something in the middle. Being overzealous can lead us to be judgmental and self-righteous, complacent
and pleased with ourselves. Note, overzealousness lacks of humility. Michael Casey says, “Good works are
good in moderation; only truthful humility can be allowed to run untrammeled.” Let us aim for moderation in
all things. As Teresa of Lisieux professed, “it is in the little things that we find God and move in our journey.”
Let us follow her advice.
In St. Benedict, I am,
Br. Edmund Ebbers, OSB
Oblate Director
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Our New Abbot
Abbot Marion Qui-Thac Nguyen is the second of four children
born to Thien Nguyen and Thu-Trinh Pham. He was born on 3
November 1976 in Can Tho, South Vietnam. When he was
four, his family escaped by boat and eventually arrived in
Thailand. They spent three years in a refugee camp before
coming to Washington state.
Abbot Marion attending Immaculate Conception Grade School
in Everett, Bishop O’Dea High School in Seattle, and studied
philosophy at Saint John Vianney seminary and the university
of St. Thomas in Saint Paul, Minnesota. He also studied
theology in Rome at the Pontifical North American College, the
Pontifical Gregorian University and the Pontifical University of
St. Thomas Aquinas.
On 12 June 2004, he was ordained a priest for the Archdiocese
of Seattle. As a priest he has been a part of many parishes, Saint
Joseph parish in Vancouver, Saint Edward parish, Saint Paul
parish, and Saint George in Seattle, and Sacred Heart parish
and Assumption parish in Bellingham.
He has been a parish vicar, pastor, priest administrator, and chaplain of Newman Catholic
campus Ministry of Western Washington.
In 2012, after receiving permission from Archbishop J. Peter Sartain, he entered Saint Martin’s
Abbey as a postulant. On July 11, 2016, he made his final profession as a monk. As a monk he
has worked with the Benedictine Institute and the University of Institutional Advancement and
has taught classes.
Prior to being elected abbot, Father Marion was a resident at Collegio San’t Anselmo pursing a
doctorate in Monastic theology.
Abbot Marion is well versed in languages, he reads and speaks Vietnamese, French, English,
Spanish and Italian. He is also a photographer.
Congratulations and many blessings and prayers. May he guide the community well.
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Abbey Archivist’s Report by Father Peter Tynan, OSB
Well it looks like I am caught away from the Abbey Archives for the writing of this article. In fact, I am
visiting family back in my home state of Nebraska. Seeing how I do not have any resources on hand to relate
to you any stories from the Monks or the Oblates past, let me give you an update of what is happening in the
Archives.
When I started on as the new archivist, I quickly realized something. That realization is that if we continued to
save documents at the current rate our entire monastery would eventually be needed to store it all. We truly
live in an information age, and we produce and manage a lot of information. In light of this realization, I saw
that we need to find a new approach to storing our history and important documents. That approach is
digitalization.
Archival digitization is the process of making electronic copies of our documents, photos, and artifacts. While
most important of these will be preserved in physical form as they have been, those items of lesser importance
can be let go of once they are preserved digitally. Eventually, I hope to return our Abbey Archives to its
original allotment of space in the monastery and free up two monastic cells for new monks and/or monastic
guests.
To aid in this process I have three new tools. The first is a flat-bed scanner. This is the most common type of
scanner and is the best tool for making digital copies of photos and glossy magazine pages. I could use it as my
scanner, but it operates rather slowly.
The next tool is a top-down scanner. Think of a construction crane but instead of a pulley a camera is mounted
on the top limb. This is useful for larger documents like newspapers and for objects. It is also designed to
digitize bound books and magazines. This makes it quite a useful tool in our digitization project.
The final and most recent tool is the document scanner. These are made to quickly digitize standard sized
sheets of paper. I like it because it is fast. The problem is that not everything is standard sized and there is also
the process of removing all those staples. Regardless, it is a most welcome addition to the Abbey Archives.
Keep me mind and prayers as I begin to tackle
this big project. Next newsletter I should be able
to provide you with a good story from one of old
scrapbooks or photo albums. Till then just know I
will be plugging away at preserving our shared
history.

Image credit: AHPN
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From The Hill - Boniface V. Lazzari, O.S.B.
I grew up in the same Queen Anne cottage, built in the late 19th century, in which my Mother and her siblings
were raised. A three-minute walk, on the other side of Alhambra Blvd., there is a large sun-filled park, with a
swimming pool, library, rose garden, lake and more. Walking further along the Blvd., there was at that time a
smaller, less sun-filled park full of trees. I was told, as a child, that this was not a park, but a cemetery filled
with the remains of those who had died early in the 20th century during the 1918 flu epidemic. Slightly more
than one hundred years later, the world is experiencing not a new epidemic, but a pandemic. In Ecclesiastes we
read: “...there is nothing new under the sun...” As with the 1918 epidemic, this pandemic is affecting all of our
lives. Under the direction of PRIOR NICOLAUS WILSON and others, we monks have made many
adaptations to our communal life as we continue to seek God together in our prayer and work.
This summer we have experienced other changes, not pandemic-related. Early in June, under the direction of
the Abbot President of our congregation of monasteries, Saint Martin’s capitulars gathered together for an
abbatial election, following the resignation of ABBOT NEAL ROTH. The election results were confirmed by
Rome in early July. FATHER MARION QUI-THAC NGUYEN, now ABBOT MARION, was elected
ninth abbot of Saint Martin’s Abbey. After doing theological studies in Rome, ABBOT MARION was
ordained a priest for the Archdiocese of Seattle. God later called him to life in community, and after visiting
Saint Martin’s for several years, he received permission from the Archbishop of Seattle to request permission
to enter Saint Martin’s. ABBOT MARION has exercised his priestly ministry as a parish priest and as a
Newman Center chaplain. As a monk of Saint Martin's, he has worked in areas of our university apostolate as
well as exercising his priestly ministry. At the time of his election, ABBOT MARION was a doctoral
candidate in Rome. As abbot, he will continue to work to complete his doctoral dissertation. His confreres are
grateful to ABBOT MARION for his willingness to take on this important leadership role in his community
and pray for God’s abundant blessings upon him!
Due to the pandemic, ABBOT MARION’s abbatial blessing on the Feast of the Assumption (August 15 th) will
not be open to in-person attendance by the general public. All are, however, are invited to join the monastic
community virtually via the streaming of the blessing on the abbey’s Facebook page.
Among ABBOT MARION’s first
official acts was the reception of
postulant PATRICK HAMOR into the
monastic novitiate. It is our custom that
when a man enters the novitiate, he is
given the name of a saint, most often not
his baptismal patron. PATRICK is now
known as BROTHER PACHOMIUS.
BROTHER PACHOMIUS entered the
novitiate on the evening of the feast of
our patron, Saint Benedict of Nursia. If
God is willing, his first vows will be on
11th July 2021. FATHER PAUL
WECKERT is his novice master. Warm
welcome, BROTHER PACHOMIUS!
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On the Hill Continued...
On 11th June 2020, our Tanzanian confrere FATHER LAURENTI MKINGA was elected abbot of Peramiho
Abbey, Tanzania. Prior to his mid-July departure from Saint Martin’s, he was feted by the Saint Martin’s
monks with an afternoon reception. BROTHER AELRED WOODARD directed the community in a musical
farewell, and ABBOT MARION presented ABBOT LAURENTI with some gifts from his Saint Martin’s
confreres. His departure interrupts his work at Saint Martin’s University toward a Master’s in Counseling. Our
other Tanzanian confrere, FATHER NOVATUS NGONYANI will be continuing his own work in the
program. Both ABBOT LAURENTI and FATHER NOVATUS have been a blessing to our community.
ABBOT LAURENTI will be missed. We ask God’s blessings on him and his community!
This year, our July 4th celebrations all were here at the abbey, as Lambert Lodge, the usual site of the July 4th
lunch, was undergoing extensive renovation and upgrading under the direction of BROTHER MARK
BONNEVILLE. Lunch was in the Monastic Refectory, and BROTHER EDMUND EBBERS worked with
our Bon Appetit food service to give us a special dinner on the back lawn.
Stay safe during this pandemic. In your charity, please remember in prayer those intimately affected, health
wise or economically by the pandemic, and also for the repose of the soul of my younger brother David, who
passed to God on Bastille Day after being unwell for several years. R.I.P. David!

Prayer Requests
Oblate Joshua Roberts - healing
Oblate Deacon Bill Batstone - healing
Br. Edmund’s sister Celeste healing from shingles
Oblate Karen Rotter’s son who passed away.
End of riotous violence in America.
For those suffering from the COVID Pandemic.
For Oblates, friends and relatives that need prayerful support.
All may find peace in the Lord Jesus.
That Abbot Marion will be blest with wisdom and strength to guide St. Martin’s.
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Thank you Father Gerard Kirsch, OSB by Oblate Mary Randall.
I first met Father Gerard, OSB, when I became creator and editor of the Oblate Newsletter in 1986. At Father
Neal (now Abbot Neal’s) suggestion, I was asked to tap into his skills as an historian to enhance our
fledgling newsletter.
I approached Father Gerard to author a column on the history of Saint Martin’s Abbey, which he embraced
with an enthusiastic “Yes.” His first article was appropriately entitled, “In the Beginning.”
Never at any time did I have to remind him to submit an article. From the time he started writing in 1986
until his death in March, 2020, he wrote a detailed account of the monastic community. He delivered a
timeline of names and dates revealing how each monk added to the Abbey’s growth through their education,
talents and skills. His articles provided us with a window view of a developing high school and college. He
never missed a beat.
How enriched we were as Oblates with his thirty-four years of written articles. I was always impressed with
his photographic memory; a living library of facts. I once learned when a Native American elder dies the
community says the following: “When an elder dies a library of knowledge dies with them.” That is certainly
the case with the passing of Father Gerard.
Even when we didn’t see each other for a year at a time, Father Gerard could always pick up the
conversation, “where we left off.”
That expression he used, “Now, what do we have here?” was always followed by facial expressions and a
smile in his voice.
As Oblate Director, Father Gerard
presented us with two conference talks
each time we met as Oblates. He wanted
us to leave the Abbey with “something
to chew on,” until our next session.
As Oblates, we were so blessed to have
him as part of our journey. May he
enjoy the fruits of his labor with our
Lord in Heaven along with all of the
other Monks and Oblates of Our beloved
Saint Martin’s Abbey. He was a good
and faithful servant of the Lord.
“Thank you,” Father Gerard, and please pray for the rest of us as we continue our journey home.”
In the Spirit of Saint Benedict, Mary Randall, Oblate
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September 6th —Oblate Community Sunday
Join us for a meeting 1:30 pm via ZOOM.
Email invite will be sent. Presenter is Father Peter Tynan.

August 8th Retreat
Oblate Retreat on hold if things change we will notify you by Email.
If you are not getting emails and would like to receive one, send an email to Patricia at
Ravenwings@comcast.net. Tag line Oblate list.
Oblate Community dates for 2019
November 20 –22, the 4thAnnual Fundraising Bazaar. We are not sure about this event either
since the pandemic is still with us.
December 6th Oblate Sunday talk by Fr. Kilian.

On the Book Shelf
Balaam’s Donkey by Fr. Michael Casey OCSO
A Meditation on the Mystery of the Mass by Paula Huston
Vote Catholic, beyond the Political Din by Bernard Evans
Preferring Christ, A Devotional Commentary on the Rule of St. Benedict by Norvene Vest
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“A Note on This Year’s American Benedictine Academy Convention”
Br. Luke Devine, OSB
The American Benedictine Academy has had a long history over changing times since it was founded
in 1947. Originally, membership was limited to Benedictine monks and sisters. Over time, that opened to
include anyone interested in Benedictine monasticism, whether in religious communities, or oblates, or even
members outside of Roman Catholicism. One only need to think of Kathleen Norris, author of Cloister Walk,
to realize the level of engagement and contributions of some non-Catholic oblates. In the past, ABA’s mission
was to be an academic organization, limited to scholars, to Benedictine monks and sisters who were teaching
various subjects in universities or seminaries. In recent times, ABA has opened to people of various levels of
academic backgrounds to include those not in academic careers.
I have attended the ABA convention held every two years since Sr. Laura Swan invited me to present
at the convention held at St. Scholastica Abbey in Duluth, Minnesota in 2012. That year, I presented on
“Contributions to Peace from Buddhist-Christian Dialogue.” I attended ABA conventions at Conception
Abbey in Missouri in 2014 and Beech Grove, Indiana in 2016. These were opportunities for me to meet and
interact with Kathleen Norris, the late Terrence Kardong, Joel Rippinger, and Judith Valente. And other than
these more famous figures, some of my strongest connections were with “ordinary” monks, sisters, oblates, or
others working in a variety of ministries and endeavors within or in connection with communities throughout
the U.S. The theme of the 2018 convention, “On the Artisans of the Monastery,” was of great interest to me;
however, I chose to forgo that convention since I had already taken a fairly lengthy four-week trip to South
Korea earlier that summer.
As you can imagine, this year’s ABA convention transitioned to an online format, still held on the
original dates of July 17-18 on the theme, “Seeing the World in a Single Ray of Light.” Featured speakers
were Sr. Pia Portmann on “Stability and Evangelization,” Fr. Joel Macul on “The Monastic World in the
Bright Light of Equatorial Africa and the Subcontinent,” Sr. Ann Hoffman on “Viewing the World of Latin
American Monastics,” and Fr. Hugh Feiss on “Benedictine Time Travel: Going Back to Envisage Possible
Futures.” I must refer you to ABA’s website (https://americanbenedictine.org/) where anyone interested may
order recordings of the presentations as I did not attend the online convention.
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A Note on This Year’s American Benedictine Academy Convention continued
Another aspect of an ABA convention are sections that attendees may choose from: archives, monastic
researchers, visual arts, and the library sections. These are opportunities to connect with others working in
these areas at other Benedictine communities. Admittedly, attending an ABA convention can give someone
from our outpost in the Pacific Northwest a feel for our distance and sense some of the closer interactions
between the much more numerous communities located within relative proximity in the Midwest and East
Coast. Yet, this can be all the more reason to attend and get a sense of what is happening in the broader
American Benedictine world. In the past, I have been torn between attending the monastic researchers or the
visual arts sections as both are of great interest to me.
Although I did not attend this year’s online convention, I submitted
an image to the online art gallery which substituted for the in-person
gallery on display at past conventions. Although I was informed that
it was not required that images relate to the convention’s theme of
“Seeing the World in a Single Ray of Light,” I chose an image that I
thought of as relevant to that theme. It has been a challenge to find
time to produce artwork in the throes of my early years of learning
the ropes of academic life, but I have been collecting photos to use
as the basis for artwork. This image is simply titled “Window at the
Cloisters in New York City,” based on a photo I took when visiting
that magnificent museum of medieval religious art, an extension of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in the far northwest corner of
Manhattan. From there, looking across the Hudson River to a
forested section of the New Jersey shore, it is not too difficult to
forget one is still within the heart of the nation’s largest metropolitan
center. The museum itself is in a building that was designed to provide the ambience of a medieval monastery
and in fact includes significant parts of Spanish and French monastery buildings that were disassembled,
transported, and rebuilt on-site.
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A Note on This Year’s American Benedictine Academy Convention continued
As I usually do when permitted, I took photos of artwork that appealed to me, but the beauty of the
buildings themselves is evident walking through the exhibitions and a few of the stone windows caught my eye
and camera lens. I produced my image by tracing the photo using crayon, pen, and pencil and scanning the
image into a computer where I continue to edit digitally. While it varies how extensively I will digitally edit
scanned images, in this image, it was minimal. Anyone interested will be able to find a link to the online art
gallery, which is a YouTube video, on the ABA’s website under “Conventions” and the “Visual Arts Section.”
The Pacific Northwest was significantly represented including images from Sr. Monika Ellis and Oblate Roy
DeLeon of St. Placid Priory.
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GOOD WORKS
Newborn Hat Project for Tanzania
Rosary Makers
Rosaries, hats, blankets, booties for infants – if you are
making these feel free to mail or drop them off at the
front door of the monastery.

Image found Amazon.co.uk

Prison Ministry: Deacon Gonzalo Martinez has been working with some inmates up towards
Spokane. There is a growing number of inmates who are becoming Oblates. Four have contacted me a few months ago. I provide them with limited materials to read and they in turn
grow where they are planted. We all can support this change in their lives with our prayers.

Books:
Have you read something that was inspiring? What spiritual books have you read. We would
love to hear from you about them. You can send your comments and reviews to either Brother
Edmund or Patricia.

Contact information for these events:
Brother Edmund Ebbers OSB
Saint Martin’s Abbey
5000 Abbey Way S.E.
Lacey, WA 98503
Phone: 360—438 –4457
Email: br_edmund@stmartin.edu

Saint Martin’s Abbey
5000 Abbey Way S.E.
Lacey, WA 98503

Return Service Requested

Oblates Mission Statement
St. Martin’s Abbey Oblates earnestly seek a more deeply spiritual life rooted in God according
to the Spirit of the Holy Rule of St. Benedict. The Oblates live and work in the secular world
guided by the wisdom of Benedictine life.

We can be found on the web at www.saintmartinsabbey.org

